Virtue ethics in dentistry - a model for developing virtuous dental practitioners

INTRODUCTION

There is a renewed appreciation of the contribution of virtue ethics in clinical healthcare practice, including dentistry. This interest in virtue ethics highlights the limitations of only focusing on the development of clinical skills and competence or mere adherence to a set of ethical rules and guidelines. There is also a growing interest and appreciation that an equally important and integral aspect of dental practice is the development of a virtuous character. From this virtue ethics perspective, a virtue is an excellent trait of character, a disposition, well entrenched in its possessor.¹

When applied to health care, virtues are those character traits that are important for healthcare practitioners to develop, thereby improving the dental practitioner-patient relationship. In so doing, the healthcare practitioner is able to reciprocate the trust that patients place in the profession. In the context of dental practice, the development and exercise of the virtues of trustworthiness, integrity, discernment, conscientiousness and compassion are considered essential in guiding dental practitioners in their interactions with patients.² A virtuous character develops from continuous practice and from emulating good role models.³

In the case of dental practice, one of the sources of role modeling⁴ these virtues would presumably be the clinical supervisors⁵ who teach dental students during supervised dental treatment and interaction with the patient at the chair-side. Although great strides have recently been made in identifying the clinical competencies and qualities which are required for effective clinical teaching, these qualities are discussed in the literature in a fragmented fashion under the umbrella of professionalism in dental practice.³ Further to this, evidence suggests that “clinicians often occupy a clinical teaching role without being adequately prepared for or orientated to the associated demands”.⁴,⁷

Given the significance of this source of role modeling in shaping the moral character of future dental practitioners, it is surprising that the virtues that clinical supervisors should develop and routinely demonstrate during dental chair-side teaching and patient interaction are not directly addressed in current literature.

In this article we propose a preliminary model for understanding and incorporating virtues as part of the development of the moral character of the dental practitioner drawing on Aristotelian virtue ethics. We firstly provide a brief overview of Aristotelian virtue ethics and the development of a virtuous character and then describe how Aristotile’s virtue ethics can be integrated in dental chair-side teaching. To this end, we propose an interactive model with the following conceptual propositions:

(i). Virtues can be taught by role modeling as part of the authentic patient-dental student-clinical supervisor interaction during clinical teaching at the chair-side.

(ii). Clinical supervisors are in an ideal position in their dual function of dental practitioner and teacher in this real-life clinical scenario, thus are able to play a critical role in the development of character during chair-side dental training.

(iii). Through this relationship, clinical supervisors can inspire and shape the development of a virtuous character in future dental practitioners by enacting these virtues in every interaction with the student and patient, respectively.

(iv). The refinement of these virtues will conceivably continue beyond routine dental practice.
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Footnotes:
¹ In this context a role model is one that “demonstrates a standard of excellence which should be imitated”,³
² “Clinical supervision in the context of dental training can be defined as the monitoring, guidance and feedback on matters of personal, professional and educational development in the context of patient care”.⁵
The discussion in this paper is confined to the role of virtues in the patient-dental student-supervising clinician relationship while acknowledging that these virtues may be equally valuable for teachers in the non-clinical dental subjects.

In the sections to follow, we provide a brief overview of how Aristotle’s virtue ethics can be integrated in the dental chair-side teaching. We do so by first conceptualizing virtues and then exploring how virtues can be instilled as part of the patient-dental student-supervising clinician relationship.

The role of virtue in the development of a virtuous character

We begin by exploring Aristotelian virtue ethics and the development of a virtuous character. Virtue ethics is an ethical theory that is primarily concerned with the development of a virtuous character which is considered an essential ingredient in living a good life. For Aristotle, who is considered the founding father of virtue ethics, a good life represents a “condition of human flourishing” known as eudaimonia. Aristotle is of the view that no-one can live a happy and fulfilled life, unless they possess and exercise certain moral virtues. A moral virtue can be defined as an “acquired habit or disposition to do what is morally right or praiseworthy”. Such a virtue or character trait is desirable for its own sake and can be identified in the balance of two extremes, one of deficiency and one of excess; both such imbalances impact negatively on the virtue. Let us consider the virtue of compassion which is considered essential in healthcare practice as case in point to illustrate Aristotle’s concept of the ‘golden mean’.

Compassion refers to “an active regard for another’s welfare with an imaginative awareness and emotional response of deep sympathy, tenderness and discomfort at another’s misfortune or suffering”. Compassion is the virtue that is achieved through the appropriate balance of two extremes; a deficiency in compassion leads to callous attitude while an excess in compassion leads to an overly compassionate or pitying attitude, both of which would not be desirable in the context of healthcare provision.

The question then arises; how does one ensure that the right balance is achieved between the two extremes in particular scenarios encountered in healthcare provision? The answer to this question lies in the correct application of what Aristotle deems to be the dominant virtue through which all other virtues are balanced, namely phronesis or practical wisdom. Practical wisdom requires that a careful and insightful choice is made in the most difficult situation. Such wisdom equips individuals with the insight necessary to differentiate right from wrong, based on the context of a particular situation.

As with all other virtues, practical wisdom can be learnt through practice as Horn explains: “every time one is faced with a new situation that requires moral deliberation and choice, the virtue of practical wisdom is strengthened”. The aim of virtue ethics is then to attain excellence in moral character which in turn is achieved by practicing good habits through good teaching and continuous practice. Further to this, “a virtuous person reaches a level of internal harmony or integration between cognition and emotion, freedom and adherence to ideals, and individuality and community”. In order for individuals to achieve a virtuous character they need to develop and continuously exercise the following habits:

- “recognize or perceive moral situations correctly (to be sensitive to what is at stake in a situation)”;  
- “respond emotionally to the situation in the right way (this may include being dispassionate in the right circumstances)”;  
- “think well about what to do in the situation (either to know how to act or to reason appropriately about how to act)” and;  
- “be motivated strongly enough to carry the right action through”. Having considered the role of virtue in the development of a virtuous character, in the next section we propose a model for understanding and incorporating virtues as part of the development of the moral character of the dental practitioner in the patient-dental student-supervising clinician relationship.

Virtues in action during dental chair-side teaching

The training of healthcare practitioners, including dental practitioners places great emphasis on “the objective and quantifiable science and clinical practice, which at time cripples the patient-physician relationship”. In the dental clinical context, research suggests that “clinical performance of students was positively correlated with proficiency in moral reasoning” and that “moral reasoning could be improved through classes in medical ethics and small-group discussion of ethical issues, based on actual clinical scenarios”. Interestingly it has been shown that “there are strong similarities between wise ethical judgement in medicine and what we would ordinarily call ‘clinical judgement’”. Both clinical judgement and ethical judgement “requires repetitive and supervised practice over years of training so that the trainees can learn a skill that comes by experience”.

A virtue ethics approach focuses on such practical wisdom and good clinical judgement. Specific “kinds of human activities elicit specific virtues, which Aristotle described as ‘states of character’”. Individuals who role model the ideal character traits and the “ideal performance for such activities serve as a standard by which to judge performance and a template on which to model one’s own actions”.

“Eudaimonia is happiness, contentment, and fulfillment; it’s the name of the best kind of life, which is an end in itself and means to live and fare well”. 
We propose a preliminary virtue-based model in which the clinical supervisor represents one of the sources of role-modeling virtues within the authentic real-life clinical interaction between the patient, dental student and the supervising clinician during the chair-side teaching experience. From such a perspective, clinical supervisors convey not only clinical skills, experience and subject knowledge during this real-life experience, but also practical wisdom as they guide students as to “how best to negotiate the clinical encounter”.13

“In doing so, students can recognize and appreciate how virtue can help to provide the best possible clinical decision and action”.13 Further to this, chair-side teaching is relational and is “integral and constitutive of the teaching relationship and role modeling is a powerful strategy by which character development can be instilled”.18 This implies that certain character traits would be expected from the clinical supervisors in their interaction with dental students and patients, respectively. In the model that we propose, the supervising clinician would:

i. exhibit a “strong internal sense of appropriate and good behaviors, based on a robust set on inbuilt values and virtues”.16

ii. role model the virtues of trustworthiness, integrity, conscientiousness, discernment and compassion towards the patient during chair-side teaching thereby inspiring dental students to develop these virtues.

iii. express the virtues of honesty, fairness, compassion and patience towards dental students in the chair-side interaction and in this way support and shape the development of their individual moral character.

iv. offer support and guidance to students (and colleagues) who fail to display the expected excellence in character during this patient interaction.16

v. role model these virtues as a way of advancing the goals of dental practice at every clinical encounter, namely “the good of the patient in relation to promoting, maintaining and restoring oral health”.1

In sum, a virtuous clinical supervisor is one who shows compassion and active regard to the well-being of the patient and the student in her interaction in the patient-dental student-supervising clinician relationship at the chair-side. Further to this, she builds trust with the patient by meaningful collaborations and by taking time to understand the oral healthcare needs of each patient. She is also fair towards the student and honest with the patient. She responds sensitively to the specific situation and displays wise judgment during her interactions in the patient-dental student-supervising clinician relationship.

Such a virtuous clinical supervisor is more likely to inspire, motivate and create the foundation upon which dental students can develop their own character by first emulating that which she role models. In cases in which students deviate from such standards of excellence modeled by the clinical supervisor, which is likely occur from time to time, a virtuous clinical supervisor would empathetically and patiently guide the student in understanding where they went wrong and advising on ways to correct such deviations.16 In this way, the development and continued exercise of these virtues is ensured in the patient-dental student-supervising clinician relationship, thereby encouraging insightful practical wisdom in the clinical decision-making process and ensuring that the good of the patient in relation to promoting, maintaining and restoring oral health is fulfilled.

Nevertheless, it could be argued that one cannot in fact expect that clinical supervisors should develop and model specific character traits and that even an intolerant, insincere, indifferent and unfair clinical supervisor could nonetheless still oversee the procedural technical correctness of a class II cavity preparation or an extraction that the student is required to perform.

Whilst this might be so by a very small margin, it is unlikely that a supervising clinician with such character traits could motivate, inspire and assist the student in developing their individual, internally motivated virtuous character. This is because teaching at the chair-side is relational, such an activity “demands the participation of both teacher and learner, so the character of the teacher is part of the puzzle of what makes a moral and ethical teacher”.18 Further to this “teaching as professional work requires constant practical judgement to ensure that the moral requirements of everyday practice are met”.18 “Medical education is not simply about conveying knowledge; it is also concerned with transformation in nurturing the character of the good doctor”.2

CONCLUSION

In this article we proposed a preliminary virtue ethics model for understanding and incorporating virtues as part of the development and shaping of the moral character of the dental practitioner; this may enhance dental chair-side training and education strategies and in this way promote excellence in dental training and beyond in routine dental practice. In our proposed model, virtues are taught by role modeling as part of the authentic patient-dental student-clinical supervisor interaction during clinical teaching at the chair-side.

To this end we showed how through this relationship, clinical supervisors can inspire and shape the development of a virtuous character in future dental practitioners and that the development of a virtuous character in future dental practitioners should not be overshadowed by clinical skills and subject knowledge during chair-side teaching. Clinical supervisors should further be empowered and encouraged to use a virtue model “as a touchstone for accomplishing their goals in training students” and achieving excellence in clinical teaching.12

There is great scope for further empirical research in this field which could investigate the various pedagogical strategies which Dental Schools could develop to ensure that character development is adequately addressed and incorporated in dental chair-side teaching. This would be an important initiative in addressing virtues of future dental practitioners at its source, “for not to teach virtues, is to leave the door open for vices”.12
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